
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT  
ASSESSMENT – THREE SISTERS  
VILLAGE & SMITH CREEK

Three Sisters Mountain Village (TSMV)  owns roughly 80 per cent of the developable land left 
in Canmore and will be seeking Town of Canmore approval to move forward with their plans 
to develop two areas: Three Sisters Village, a resort area, and Smith Creek, a new residential 
community. Our draft Area Structure Plans (ASPs) have been informed by numerous supporting 
studies. This document summarizes highlights from the Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA), 
completed by WSP. 

Report prepared/written by WSP, June 2020

Purpose: 
The purpose of this TIA is to forecast how the planned 
land uses will result in people travelling in the TSMV area 
and in nearby neighbourhoods. The TIA was completed 
for the remaining developable lands within TSMV: Three 
Sisters Village, Smith Creek and the remaining portions 
of Stewart Creek. The study findings help identify the 
roads, sidewalks, pathways and transit service needed 
as a result of this development. The TIA evaluates travel 
patterns from the new neighbourhoods as they grow 
over time and looks as far out as the year 2040.

Overview: 
The TIA studies ways to reduce vehicle traffic. Three 
Sisters Village and Smith Creek ASPs propose a mix of 
land uses and complete streets that are designed to 
meet the daily needs of residents and visitors. These 
land use concepts make it easy and practical to choose 
walking, biking and transit over a single occupancy 
vehicle. The combination of land uses and the provision 
of a multi-modal network (walking, biking and transit) 
results in a reduction in the amount of daily vehicle trips. 
The ASPs also outline how public transit could function, 
with appropriate roads and stop locations that provide 
short walking distances for most of the community.

Key findings
The TIA shows that TSMV’s remaining development, 
as planned in the draft ASPs, can result in a multi-
modal transportation system that operates at an 
acceptable level of service, because of:

1 A diverse mix of land uses that meet the 
daily needs of the community.

2 A conceptual plan layout for the 
developments that benefits those wanting 
to walk and/or cycle.

3 Sidewalk, pathway and public transit 
network that connects residents to places 
within the neighbourhoods of Smith Creek 
and Three Sisters Village and to other areas 
of Canmore.

4 Intersection management through 
roundabouts and/or traffic signals that avoid 
large road projects, minimizes the effect 
on the natural surroundings and considers 
future operational and maintenance costs.



For more information:
tsmv.ca  |  info@tsmv.ca

Summary of Recommendations
Building the Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek areas, in addition to completing the Stewart Creek, 
will add significant residential and commercial development growth to the Town of Canmore. This 
requires the construction of new pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, adding transit service, build 
out of Three Sisters Parkway and upgrades to some existing intersections with Town.

WALKING AND CYCLING

Both the Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek ASPs identify a network of cycling connections and 
pedestrian corridors and routes that create walkability and a highly-bikeable environment. The TIA 
identifies a network of trails and pathways that connect each TSMV community to the other and 
with the rest of Canmore.

Walking and cycling recommendations include:

 » Sidewalks on all neighbourhood streets

 » Connection west to Quarry Lake

 » Multiple connections to the Three Sisters Pathway (running along the Bow River)

 » Pathway east to the Trans Canada Trail and Dead Man’s Flats community.

TRANSIT

Both draft ASP documents outline a public transit route through each neighbourhood with 
frequent stops. The plan provides for future public transit connections between TSMV and other 
Canmore neighbourhoods. The draft ASPs also encourage public/private transit connecting 
Canmore to the nearby national parks, Calgary and its international airport.

Transit recommendations include:

 » Internal roadways and associated roundabouts to accommodate ROAM Transit

 » Roads linking to hotel sites to accommodate private coach and shuttle vehicles

 » Bus stops along the ROAM Transit route with all weather surfaces and lighting.

ROAD NETWORK

To accommodate the traffic growth from the overall TSMV area, several intersections require 
upgrades. Specific upgrades will depend on the location’s surroundings. The TIA considers 
installing roundabouts to adding traffic signals. Phasing and timing of these upgrades will 
depend on development staging, other Canmore growth and Town programs to modify existing 
intersections.

Downtown Canmore:

 » 8th Ave. & 10th St.

 » 8th Ave. & 8th St.

 » 8th Ave. & 7th St.

Three Sisters Drive & Rundle Drive:

 » Spray Lakes Road

 » Peaks Drive & Three Sisters Drive

Three Sisters Parkway intersections:

 » Three Sisters Boulevard

 » Highway 1 Eastbound & Westbound Off-Ramps

 » Three Sisters Village East & West Access
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